Many Features in November T.E.

T. E. N. is always no divorse content that we can usually something in it to interest us. True, there's some looks on a mixture bridges, lightly wrought, line, evenly fury foods, and takings, article of a historical descrip- tion is "Long John Bridges." Those what has been accomplished gradually improved since the first bridge was built in ancient times. No doubt T. E. N. readers will very much engrossed in this article. For a long time, Henry J. O'Shea '76, has been explaining to T. E. N. about the bridge to T. E. N., and now it is there. There is a very peculiar quality mark in the middle of his page. It is worth looking at. Incidentally, though, we think the art is the same as earlier, comes, invaluable background material.
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As We Like It

RKO Keith-Boston

Walls of Gold

Kate Smith, with a supporting cast including Jack Niffor, and in band, the Four Francs and Don Cummings, presents a varied stage revue which goes over big with the audience. The popular radio singer makes music with an orchestra of the Four Francs, Don Cummings puts on a new show, the Four Francs are featured on the Four Francs tap dance and play the cornet.

As the screen, Sally Elkins is starred in "Walls of Gold," a play by Arthur J. Collins, based on the best selling novel by Kathalene Norris. It is a musical play where the heroine has to choose between love and money to force the villain. When the hero returns, the ending is a happy one for all concerned, as the villain is met with a fate he has deserved.
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